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Optical Flow-based Structure-from-Motion for the
Reconstruction of Epithelial Surfaces

Tan-Binh Phana, Dinh-Hoan Trinha, Didier Wolfa, Christian Daula,∗

aCRAN, UMR 7039, Université de Lorraine and CNRS,
2 avenue de la Forêt de Haye, 54518 Vandœuvre-Lès-Nancy Cedex, France.

Abstract

This paper details a novel optical flow-based structure from motion (SfM) ap-

proach for the reconstruction of surfaces with few textures using video sequences

acquired under strong illumination changes. An original image search and

grouping strategy allows to reconstruct each 3D scene point using a large set of

2D homologous points extracted from a reference image and its superimposed

images acquired from different viewpoints. A variational optical flow scheme

with a descriptor-based data term leads to a robust, accurate and dense homol-

ogous point determination between the image pairs. Thus, contrary to classical

SfM usable for textured scenes, the proposed dense point cloud reconstruction

algorithm requires neither a feature point tracking method nor any multi-view

stereo technique. The performance of the proposed SfM approach is assessed

on phantoms with known ground truth and on very complex patient data of

various medical examinations and image modalities.

Keywords: 3D image mosaicing, Structure-from-Motion (SfM), Dense optical

flow, Endoscopy, Dermatology.

1. Introduction

Multiview 3D techniques aim to reconstruct scenes with an extended field of

view (FoV) using sequences of 2D images with limited FoV. The intrinsic cam-3
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era parameters are usually obtained either through a offline calibration or are

directly estimated with the images used to reconstruct the scene [1]. Multiview

3D techniques recover a scene in several steps. The acquired sequences are first6

preprocessed to correct image distortions or remove images with poor quality

(e.g., blurred data). The 3D scene structure is reconstructed in the second step,

referred to as structure-from-motion (SfM). According to the image contents,9

this step is among the most challenging in the whole process. In this SfM step,

3D geometrical structures are obtained using triangulation techniques applied

on groups of homologous points seen (preferably) in numerous 2D images [2],12

the 3D point positions being refined by a bundle adjustment [3]. The perfor-

mance of the determination of homologous points (matching) is a key issue in

SfM. Almost all SfM methods in the literature determine homologous points us-15

ing feature detection and matching algorithms (as SIFT [4] or SURF [5]). The

SfM step delivers sparse 3D point clouds since feature based methods detect a

limited number of points in images of most of the scenes. Multi-view Stereo18

(MVS) techniques represent a classical step used to increase the density of the

3D point clouds. Patched-MVS [6], CMPMVS [7], and MVS [8] are state-of-

the-art MVS methods. In the next step, a mesh generation algorithm (as the21

Poisson surface algorithm in [9]) uses the dense 3D point cloud to approximate

surfaces with triangular facets. These meshes are usually refined to obtain the

final surface [10]. Finally, the superimposition of the 2D image textures onto24

the meshed surface leads to a visually coherent scene rendering [11].

Feature-based SfM methods were used to recover the surface of objects of

a few centimeters of diameter up to one kilometer across (see [12]). SfM-based27

3D reconstruction was also used to reconstruct large monuments [13], or even

complete city districts [14] with high accuracy. However, there is a class of

medical scenes for which feature based-SfM approaches are an optimal solution.30

1.1. Medical context

The epithelium (tissue that covers the external human body surface or that

lines the internal wall of all hollow organs) is visualized by cameras in various33
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medical examinations. In dermatology, in gastroenterology and in cystoscopy

the epithelial surfaces (respectively corresponding to the skin, the inner stomach

wall or the inner bladder wall) are scanned by a camera to search for lesions or36

to assess their evolution. All these medical applications have a common point:

the images are acquired close to the tissue to ensure high image resolution.

Due to these acquisition conditions, the FoV of the images is very limited.39

Small FoVs do not facilitate the diagnosis since, on the one hand, cancerous

lesions on the skin or in the bladder have to be completely seen and, on the

other hand, an urologist or a gastroenterologist cannot mentally visualize the42

endoscope position in hollow organs. Extending the FoV using mosaicing algo-

rithms favours a simultaneous visualization of complete lesions and of anatom-

ical landmarks helping endoscopists to localize the instrument into the organ.45

In the last two decades, 2D image mosaicing algorithms were proposed in en-

doscopy [15, 16]. 2D mosaics increase the FoV, but have two major drawbacks.

On the one hand, the 3D organs are projected on a 2D plane defined by the48

image taken as a reference for the mosaicing. When moving away from this ref-

erence image in the mosaic plane, the projection distortions become strong and

result both in a loss of image resolution and in an incorrect organ representation51

at the borders of the mosaics which remain of limited size. On the other hand,

2D mosaics are not in accordance with the 3D mental organ representation of

endoscopists or dermatologists. Obtaining extended 3D FoV mosaics using SfM54

techniques can be of high interest in dermatology and endoscopy.

However, in medical examinations both the acquisition conditions and the

scene characteristics are significantly different from those of the applications57

for which SfM has been proven efficient. First, the reconstruction of 3D points

is more accurate when homologous points can be acquired from very different

viewpoints. In classical SfM applications (e.g., manufactured part or monument60

surface construction), the acquisition conditions are controlled in the sense that

scene parts can effectively be acquired from very different viewpoints. In der-

matology, and more particularly in endoscopy, the camera trajectory is quite63

difficult to control. Obtaining images of the same organ part from very differ-
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(a) SIFT combined with RANSAC (b) Dense optical flow

Figure 1: Comparison of two methods used to determine homologous points in two gastroscopic

images. (a) Few homologous points obtained using SIFT and RANSAC. In the lower left image

corners some false features points are due to specular refections. (b) Numerous homologous

points found with the optical flow method proposed in this contribution.

ent viewpoints is a difficult task. Secondly, images of natural scenes or man-

ufactured parts usually include image primitives (corners, line segments, etc.),66

contrasted textures and/or a great variation in terms of colours. On the con-

trary, the color variations are very small in dermatology, while in gastroscopy

most images are with very few and weakly contrasted textures and structures.69

As shown in Fig. 1(a) for two pyloric antrum images, only few homologous

points were found when associating the SIFT algorithm [4] to the RANSAC

outlier rejection method [17]. Besides the lack of textures, homologous point72

determination is also impeded by the strong illumination changes between two

acquisitions and inhomogeneous lighting due to viewpoint changes. Specular

reflections also favor false point correspondences. Such few and partially wrong75

matches are not appropriate for a 3D reconstruction using SfM approaches.

1.2. Scientific context

As shown in Fig. 1(b), the optical flow (OF) approach described in this work78

is usable for scenes with few textures and structures. Although dense optical

flow (DOF) provides numerous homologous points between two images, DOF

matching techniques have been rarely used in SfM up to now.81

Let us consider the following situation to understand the reason for this.

Suppose that Ii and Ij (with j 6= i ± 1) are two non (temporally) consecutive

video-sequence images that share a common scene part. If the images are well84
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structured/textured, feature detectors and descriptor (e.g., SIFT) can effectively

determine (both in quantity and quality) the homologous points between Ii

and Ij . The advantage of the feature matching methods is that the points87

detected by detector (keypoints) and their descriptors are often invariant to

geometric and photometric changes. Thus, point-tracks determined by feature

matching often ensure a high accuracy (the key-points can be localized with a90

subpixel accuracy). In contrary, if an OF-based tracking method is used to find

homologous points between Ii and Ij , flow fields Fk,k+1 (with k = i, i+1, . . . , j−

1) have to be computed for consecutive image pairs (Ik, Ik+1) from Ii to Ij .93

With a starting point Ai in Ii, the tracked sequence of points (Ai, Ai+1, . . . , Aj)

is determined, with Ak = Ak−1 + Fk−1,k(Ak−1) and k = i + 1, . . . , j, and

Aj is defined to be the homologous point of Ai. Two issues are related to96

this way to track homologous points: (i) even if a very accurate OF method

providing a dense flow field between images is used, it is impossible to reach the

subpixel accuracy of feature matching methods, and (ii) although the errors99

affecting the OF vectors linking points in consecutive images are weak, these

errors accumulate themselves along the sequence and may become quickly large

when the length of the point track increases. Therefore, Ai and Aj are often102

wrong homologous points when the temporal distance |j − i| is large. This lack

of accuracy explains why DOF is rarely used in SfM approaches.

The proposed SfM approach is based on the fact that in the scenes where105

feature detectors are unusable, DOF may be the only option for point corre-

spondance establishment. The global aim of this paper is to show that a DOF-

approach can lead to an efficient surface reconstruction solution for scenes for108

which feature-based methods cannot be used. The described solution is based

on two contributions. The paper shows first how a dense point correspondence

can be established even in complexe scenes with few textures and strong illumi-111

nation changes as in Fig. 1(b). Then, one proposes an image grouping strategy

that leads to numerous and large homologous point sets enabling a robust sur-

face reconstruction. Compared to the point tracking in consecutive images of114

a sequence, the proposed image grouping strategy avoids accumulated errors
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leading to inaccurate or false correspondences. Moreover, unlike feature-based

SfM methods, the proposed DOF-based SfM method directly provides dense 3D117

point clouds and makes the implementation of a MVS method unnecessary.

1.3. Paper organization

Section 2 presents previous contributions relating to the reconstruction of120

medical scenes. Section 3 focuses on the two main contributions enabling SfM

methods to be robust, namely the OF method for finding numerous homologous

points between two images and the strategy for finding numerous 2D homologous123

image points for each 3D scene point to be reconstructed. Results are first given

in Section 4 to compare the performance of a state-of-the-art SfM method based

on feature detection (COLMAP [18]) with that of the proposed DOF-based SfM126

approach. Epithelial surface construction examples are then given for three

medical examinations (gastroscopy, cystoscopy and dermatology) to show the

large scene variability which can be handled by the proposed SfM scheme. A129

conclusion and perspectives are presented in Section 5.

2. Related work

A straightforward solution to tackle the issue relating to the lack of feature132

points would be to use active stereo-vision systems projecting light patterns on

the surfaces to be reconstructed [19]. An active vision method was developed

to show the feasibility of 3D bladder mosaicing [20]. However, such a solution135

lead to too significant hardware changes for endoscope manufacturers who prefer

passive vision solutions keeping the instruments unchanged. Moreover, active

vision solutions are usually application dedicated.138

Beside active vision systems, passive vision techniques based on shape from

shading (SfS), SfM and simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) were

proposed. A SfS technique was successfully used in endoscopy to reconstruct141

Lambertian surfaces of bone structures [21]. However, SfS techniques alone are

not appropriate for cystoscopic or gastroscopic scenes in which the illumination
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conditions drastically change with the viewpoint. Several works [22, 23] have144

associated SfS with SfM methods in order to simultaneously exploit shading and

feature information for the reconstruction of surfaces from endoscopic images.

All these works show the potential of SfM, SfM associated with SfS, and SLAM147

(SLAM [24] can be seen as a particular case of SfM) methods in endoscopy when

homologous points can be robustly determined between images.

SfM methods were tested in the specific case of cystoscopy. In [25], the150

authors replaced the cystoscope by a non-standard system acquiring image se-

quences using an ultrathin fiber whose trajectory is controlled by a robotic

steering system. The spiral shaped camera trajectory ensures numerous image153

overlaps which favors robust SfM. Surface reconstruction tests were successfully

conducted on pig bladders. Although no test on human data was performed, the

results obtained in [25] show the potential of SfM in cystoscopy. This potential156

was confirmed in [26] on clinical data. However, the method in [26] is based on

the assumption that a significant amount of homologous points can be extracted

and matched using SIFT features for almost all images. This assumption is not159

always true. On the one hand, there is no warranty to obtain contrasted tex-

tures since strong blur affect often images due to the difficulty of controlling the

cystoscope speed and the distance between the instrument’s distal tip and the162

inner epithelial surface. On the other hand, large image regions may be without

textures due to surgical intervention for lesion removal for instance.

At the best of our knowledge, no solution was proposed in the medical field165

to build surfaces using textureless images as in gastroscopy.

3. Dense Optical Flow for SfM

This section begins by briefly describing a robust illumination-invariant OF168

method that delivers accurate correspondences even with weakly structured and

textured images. Then, section 3.2 details the image grouping strategy which

maximizes the sizes of the homologous point sets by uniquely computing the171

DOF between image pairs (i.e., without tracking homologous points along a
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sequence of more than two images). This image grouping strategy is intergraded

in the incremental SfM pipeline given in [18] to generate 3D points of scene1.174

3.1. Optical flow estimation

Although numerous state-of-the-art OF methods have been proposed, OF

estimation remains challenging in medical scenes. Learning-based OF methods177

(e.g., FlowNet [27]) are difficult to apply to endoscopic images due to the lack

of ground-truth data for training, while feature matching-based methods [28,

29] are often inoperative for weakly structured/textured scenes under strong180

illumination changes. As shown in [30], the variational OF approach is the

more appropriate for complex scenes as in endoscopy. Numerous studies on

variational OF have been proposed, e.g. [31, 32, 33].183

The variational model for determining the flow field from source image Is to

target image It is defined as

min
u

[Ereg (u) + λEdata (Is, It,u)] , (1)

where u (ux, uy) denotes the flow field, Ereg is a regularization term that assumes

smoothness of solution u, Edata is a data-term that measures the similarity of

pixels in Is and It, and λ > 0 is a parameter controlling the relative importance186

between the two terms.

In endoscopy, images are often affected by uncontrolled illumination varia-

tions and specular reflection (SR). Therefore, the data and regularization terms189

have to be appropriately designed. To this end, we follow the variational OF

model given in [34] where SR pixels and the saturated pixels surrounding SR

regions are excluded from the OF estimation, while the illumination variations192

are controlled using an illumination-invariant descriptor in the data-term.

More precisely, SR regions in Is and It are first segmented using the method

1An overview video of the proposed algorithm and the MATLAB code for homologous

point grouping can be downloaded from https://github.com/CRAN-BioSiS-Imaging/PR2020
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described in [34]. A binary mask MSR is then computed as follows:

MSR = (RIs ⊕ se) ∪ (RIt ⊕ se) , (2)

where RI denotes a binary image in which RI(i, j) = 1 when (i, j) corresponds

to coordinates of a SR pixel in image I, and ⊕ is the morphological dilation

operator associated with a square structuring element se. Values at 1 in binary

mask MSR correspond to pixels located either inside SR regions in Is or It

(pixels at 1 before dilation) or close to reflections (pixels at 1 after dilation).

After determining SR pixels and their neighbors, the data- and regularization

terms in (1) are defined by:

Edata =
∑
x∈Ω

θx ‖D (PIs (x))−D (PIt (x + ux))‖22 , (3)

Ereg =
∑
x∈Ω

∑
x′∈Nx

θxθx′ωx′

x ‖ux − ux′‖1 , (4)

where Ω stands for the image domain and ux is the displacement vector from

pixel x in source Is. L1-regularisation is used in (4) because it is known to better

preserve discontinuities compared to L2-regularisation [35]. Parameter θx equals

0 for MSR (x) = 1, and θx = 1, otherwise. This ensures that saturated pixels

and their close neighbors are not involved in the OF determination. Symbol

PI (x) denotes a small patch2 centered on pixel x in image I, and D (PI (x)) is

a descriptor vector computed with the colours of the pixels in PI (x). In (4),

2The size of the descriptor patches relates to the illumination variation model detailed

in [30]. To sum up, illumination changes between two small homologous rectangular regions

of images Is and It are modelled by an affine relationship between the colors. Both the

multiplicative and the additive coefficients of the affine relationship are constant for all pixels

of two homologous regions. Complex illumination changes can be modelled by choosing a

size of 3 × 3 pixels for these regions (the illumination differences can by locally very strong

since the values of the coefficients can vary for each small homologous region pairs of Is

and It). The descriptor patches have the same size as the small regions in this illumination

change model (3 × 3 pixels) and, as shown in this section, the values of the components of

the descriptor vectors have to be independent of the values of the coefficients of the affine

relationship between the colors.
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Nx is the set of neighbor pixels x′ in a rectangular region centered on x, and

ωx′

x is a weighting function which is used to define the mutual support between

the pixels at positions x and x′. The support-weight is computed based both

on the color-similarities of pixels, and on their spatial distances:

ωx′

x = exp

(
−‖x− x′‖22

γ1
+
−‖cIs(x)− cIs(x′)‖22

γ2

)
. (5)

Vector cIs(x) = [L(x), a(x), b(x)] encodes the color of image Is at pixel x in the

CIELab space [36], while γ1 and γ2 are parameters controlling the importance195

of the colour similarity and the spatial distance.

The epithelial images as in Fig. 1 often include few contrasted textures and

structures and are affected by strong illumination changes due, for instance, to198

viewpoint changes between two image acquisitions. Descriptor vector D (PI (x))

of the data-term in (3) has to capture weak intensity variations, while being

invariant to illumination changes between Is and It.201

The new descriptor perceives local intensity changes in patches PI (x) hav-

ing a size of 3 × 3 pixels and centered on x. Twelve convolution kernels (K1,

K2,...,K12, see Fig. 2) are used to capture intensity variations in patches P g
I (P g

I

are grey-level patches computed with the original RGB patches PI). While ker-

nels Kd with d = 1, 2, . . . , 8 allow to encode gradient components approximating

line segments with different orientations, kernels Kd with d = 9, 10, 11, 12 are

rather similar to corner detectors where the vertex of the detected corners are

oriented in the direction of positive x-axis values (d = 10), of positive y-axis

values (d = 9), of negative x-axis values (d = 12), or of negative y-axis values

(d = 11). The twelve component vector D(PI), is defined as follows.

D(PI) =
V(PI)

‖V(PI)‖2
, (6)

with V(PI) = [K1 ⊗ P g
I ,K2 ⊗ P g

I , . . . ,K12 ⊗ P g
I ]T ∈ R12, where ⊗ denotes the

convolution operator. In patches P g
I , the central pixel (whose grey-level value

is multiplied by 3) can be seen as the origin of a star shaped structure from

which grey-level variations are computed along 12 directions. These grey-level

variations encode the shape and sharpness of the local texture or intensity vari-
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Figure 2: Convolution kernels used to compute the components of the new illumination-

invariant descriptor (vector D in (3)).

ations. With or without illumination changes between images, two descriptors

vectors D (PIs (x)) and D (PIt (x + ux)) should have the same component val-

ues. In [30] it was shown that a D is invariant to illumination changes when:

D(PI) = D(axPI + bx),∀ax ∈ R>0,∀bx ∈ R. (7)

As seen in Fig. 2, the sum of the coefficients is null in each convolution kernel

Kd. It follows that the effect of additive term bx is compensated since

Kd ⊗ (axP
g
I + bx) = ax(Kd ⊗ P g

I ),∀d = 1, 2, . . . , 12. (8)

This leads to V(axPI + bx) = axV(PI) and ‖V(axPI + bx)‖2 = ax‖V(PI)‖2.

Therefore, the effect of multiplicative term ax is also compensated:

V(axPI + bx)

‖V(axPI + bx)‖2
=

axV(PI)

ax‖V(PI)‖2
=
V(PI)

‖V(PI)‖2
(9)

⇔ D(axPI + bx) = D(PI),∀ax ∈ R>0,∀bx ∈ R. (10)

Thus, vector D, as defined in (6), is an illumination-invariant descriptor.

In this work, the optimization problem defined by (1), (3) and (4) is solved

using the projection-proximal point algorithm [37, 38]. Moreover, the well-204

known coarse-to-fine multiscale warping strategy is also used to deal with large

displacements. The size of structural element se in (2) was empirically set to

7× 7, whereas the size of neighborhood Nx in (4) was 5× 5. The experimental207

approach described in [30] was adopted to search the optimal values of param-

eters λ in (1),γ1 and γ2 in (5), as well as the value of the pyramid scale Pys

in the coarse-to-fine strategy. The values of these parameters are constant and210

given in Section 4.
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Figure 3: HP-group example. Pairs (Irefi , Ij) consist both of consecutive and non-consecutive

images in video-sequence S.

When comparing Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), it appears that the DOF-approach can

robustly determine homologous point-pairs.213

3.2. Homologous point set determination for SfM

Suppose that the input of the SfM algorithm is a video-sequence S =

{I1, I2, . . . , IN} of N temporally numbered images having a size of H × W216

pixels. Let Z = {1, 2, . . . , N} be the index set of S. The proposed matching

method is based on the fact that if {Ak}k∈Zi⊂Z is a group of 2D homologous

points on images in sequence S, then Ak ∈
⋂

j∈Zi
Ij ,∀k ∈ Zi. Therefore, to219

find homologous point groups, our idea is to first determine reference images,

referred to as Irefi , which have an overlap with a maximum of other images.

The set of images overlapping Irefi is denoted by Si = {Ik}k∈Zi
⊂ S. Then,222

if Aref
0 is a point in Irefi and Ak (k ∈ Zi) are corresponding points of Aref

0 in

images Ik with k ∈ Zi and i 6= k, then the set {Aref
0 , Ak}k∈Zi is defined as a

group of homologous points or, in abbreviated form, as a HP-group (see Fig. 3).225

The next three sub-sections successively present the method for determining

overlapping image pairs in sequence S, the algorithm which determines the

reference images Irefi as well as their corresponding sets Si, and the solution for228

generating HP-groups based on the DOF technique detailed in section 3.1.
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3.2.1. Overlap estimation

Definition 1. Two images Ii and Ij are called τ -overlapped when their common231

area Ii ∩ Ij is greater than a given threshold τ in pixels.

When the acquisition distance is small (e.g., as in gastroscopy or cystoscopy

where the endoscope distal tip is close to the tissue), the FoV is limited and234

the displacement field between consecutive images mainly consists of transla-

tion vectors. For this reason, simple translations can be used to represent the

displacement between common scene parts approximated by rectangular sub-237

regions in the images.

The translation vector between two images Ii and Ij in S is denoted by

vi,j(v
1
i,j , v

2
i,j), where v1

i,j and v2
i,j are the vector components. Vector vi,j(v

1
i,j , v

2
i,j)

is determined with the DOF fields Ft,t+1 between the consecutive images It and

It+1 of sequence Ii, Ii+1, . . . , Ij−1, Ij . The motion vector at the central pixel

(W/2, H/2) of image It to image It+1 is denoted by ct,t+1(c1t,t+1, c
2
t,t+1) with:

ct,t+1(c1t,t+1, c
2
t,t+1) = Ft,t+1

(
W

2
,
H

2

)
. (11)

If two images Ii and Ij are consecutive (i.e., |i−j| = 1), then the translation

vector between images pair (Ii, Ij) is defined by:

vi,j(v
1
i,j , v

2
i,j) = ci0,i0+1(c1i0,i0+1, c

2
i0,i0+1), (12)

with image index i0 = min(i, j) making (12) valid for two cases: j = i− 1 and

j = i+ 1. For two non-consecutive images Ii and Ij (i.e., |i− j| > 1), two image

indexes are considered : i0 = min(i, j) and j0 = max(i, j). In this case, the

translation between Ii and Ij is defined (both for i > j and i < j) by the sum

of the translation vectors between consecutive images from Ii0 to Ij0 :

vi,j(v
1
i,j , v

2
i,j) =

j0−1∑
t=i0

ct,t+1(c1t,t+1, c
2
t,t+1). (13)

Two images Ii and Ij with translation vector vi,j are τ -overlapped when the

13



following condition is fulfilled:
−W < v1

i,j < W

−H < v2
i,j < H

Areai,j = (W − |v1
i,j |)(H − |v2

i,j |) ≥ τ,

(14)

where W and H are the width and height of the images, Areai,j is the overlap

area in pixels, and τ (0 < τ ≤ WH) is the threshold parameter. The two first240

equations in (14) ensure that Ii ∩ Ij 6= ∅, whereas the third equation defines the

area of the overlap region Ii ∩ Ij .

3.2.2. Reference images243

The proposed algorithm determines the reference images Irefi , which favor

groups consisting of numerous homologous points. From the practical point of

view, such Irefi images are those including scene parts which are geometrically246

surrounded by other scene parts seen in numerous other images acquired from

different viewpoints and having common areas with Irefi . References Irefi are

images in S that simultaneously fulfill two conditions: (i) a reference image must249

be τ -overlapped with as much as possible of other images, and (ii) two reference

images cannot be τ -overlapped. The first condition ensures that HP-groups in-

volve numerous images, whereas the second condition favours the distribution252

of the 3D points over the complete surface. The proposed algorithm (see Algo-

rithm 1) for the determination of reference images consists of two parts.

Part 1: Determination of the τ-overlapped image sets. A set Si (with255

i = 1, 2, . . . , N) of τ -overlapped images consists of all images Ij of S which

are τ -overlapped with Ii, and of Ii itself. For all image pairs (Ii, Ij) with

j 6= i, translation vector vi,j is computed differently depending on whether258

Ii and Ij are consecutive images or not. When |i − j| = 1 (consecutive

images), translation vi,j is computed with (12). If |i − j| > 1 (non-

consecutive images), vector vi,j is obtained with (13). Set Si is updated261

with image Ij only when the τ -overlap condition given in (14) is fulfilled

for image pair (Ii, Ij). This algorithm part leads to set G gathering all

sets Si: G = {S1, S2, . . . , SN}.264
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Algorithm 1 Reference image determination

Input: Set S of N consecutive images I1, I2, . . . , IN , area threshold τ , and

central flow field vectors c1,2, c2,3, . . ., cN−1,N given by (11).

Initialization: Ωref = ∅.

—————————

/* Part 1: Determination of sets Si: */

for i = 1 to N do

Si = {Ii}

for j = 1 to N do

if (|i− j| = 1) then

Compute vi,j using (12).

end if

if (|i− j| > 1) then

Compute vi,j using (13).

end if

if (j 6= i) and (Ij τ -overlaps with Ii) then

Si ← Si ∪ Ij

end if

end for

end for

G = {S1, S2, . . . , SN}.

—————————

/* Part 2: Reference image determination: */

while G 6= ∅ do

• Ωref ← Ωref ∪ Ii, where i satisfies |Si| ≥ |Sk|, for all Sk 6=i ∈ G.

• For all images Ij ∈ Si, removing corresponding set Sj from G:

G← G \
⋃

j:Ij∈Si

Sj . (15)

end while

Output: Set Ωref of images Irefi and their groups Si.
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Part 2: Reference image determination. Let Irefi be a reference image and

let Ωref (Ωref ⊂ S) be the set of reference images maximizing the number

|Si| of τ -overlapped images of set Si associated with Irefi . At each iteration267

of part 2, the algorithm searches for set Si in G with the highest image

number |Si|. Image Irefi is added to Ωref ⊂ S and becomes a reference

image. Before the next iteration, all image sets Sj corresponding to an270

image Ij ∈ Si are removed from set G. The iterative process ends when

set G is empty. After the last iteration, all reference images are gathered

in set Ωref and image group Si is known for each Irefi .273

3.2.3. Accurate point correspondences for a robust SfM step

After obtaining the set of reference images Ωref = {Irefi }i∈Ẑ⊂Z (where Ẑ

denotes the index set of the reference images) and the sets Si = {Ij}j∈Zi⊂Z with

i ∈ Ẑ, HP-groups can be easily established based on the DOF fields between

images Irefi and their τ -overlapped images belonging to the sets Si. Suppose

the DOF fields Fi,j between Irefi and images Ij in Si as determined. For ev-

ery reference image Irefi in Ωref , one first considers the set Ξref
i of regularly

distributed 2D points Ai,ref
xy on Irefi given by

Ξref
i =

{
Ai,ref

xy (xh, yh) | x, y ∈ N, x ≤ W

h
, y ≤ H

h

}
, (16)

where parameter h represents the distance between neighbor points on a grid

visible in Fig. 1(b). Then, from each point Ai,ref
xy ∈ Ξref

i in Irefi which is

not indicated as a specular reflection pixel (see mask MSR defined in (2)), one

computes its corresponding points in images Ij ∈ Si using the DOF fields Fi,j :

Aj
xy = Ai,ref

xy + Fi,j(A
i,ref
xy ),∀j ∈ Zi. (17)

In the proposed SfM pipeline, not only pixels in SR regions (mask MSR), but

also those in occluded regions are excluded from the homologous point deter-

mination. The term “occluded” refers classically to scene parts visible only in

one image. For non-occluded pixels, the forward OF from the first image should

be the opposite of the backward OF at the corresponding pixels in the second
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(a) Irefi (b) Ij (c) OF field (d) Mi,j

Figure 4: Valid homologous points between image pair (Irefi , Ij). (a) Source image Irefi . (b)

Target image Ij . (c) OF field from Irefi to Ij . (d) Mask Mi,j indicating specular reflec-

tions, occlusions, and inaccurate correspondences, i.e. white pixels indicate “invalid” of too

inaccurate homologous points in (c).

image. Moreover, consider two images Irefi and Ij , every pixels Ai,ref
xy in Is

violating at least one of the three constraints:
Aj

xy = Ai,ref
xy + Fs,t

(
Ai,ref

xy

)
A′

i,ref
xy = Aj

xy + Ft,s

(
Aj

xy

)
‖Ai,ref

xy −A′i,refxy ‖2 ≤ ε

(18)

is marked as having an inaccurate flow field vector, where a weak ε threshold

parameter value ensures an accurate pixel correspondence. Both occluded pixels276

and pixels with too inaccurate OF vectors are encoded in binary image Minac,

where Minac(x) = 1 refers either to an occluded pixel (also detected with (18))

or a pixel without a very accurate OF vector (the latter pixels are not necessarily279

associated with a wrong OF vector, but they simply not lead to correspondences

with a high accuracy). Binary mask Mi,j defined as Mi,j = MSR∪Minac is used

to mark pixels which will be excluded from the homologous point determination282

of two images Irefi and Ij . An example of mask Mi,j can bee seen in Fig. 4(d).

The flow field obtained using the proposed variational OF method for the tex-

tureless image pair (Irefi , Ij) in Figs. 4(a)-4(b) is illustrated in Fig. 4(c). Only285

the OF vectors corresponding to black pixels which verify Mi,j = 0 in Fig. 4(d)

are used to determine the homologous point sets.

Finally, a HP-group is defined by a point Ai,ref
xy in Irefi and all its homolo-288

gous points in images Ij ∈ Si. It is noticeable that with the proposed method
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Optical flow Point grouping

Parameter λ Pys γ1 γ2 τ h ε

Adjusted value 9 0.7 3 5 2
3WH 10 0.1

Table 1: Constant parameter values used for experiments with the proposed DOF-based SfM

method.

numerous HP-groups consisting each of a large amount of accurately matched

points can be established. The number of HP-groups depends on the values of291

parameter h and of the overlap parameter τ . Moreover, HP-groups are robustly

and accurately determined because no optical flow errors accumulate.

4. Results and discussion294

This section successively quantifies the accuracy of the DOF-based SfM

scheme (subsection 4.1), demonstrates the differences between feature and OF

approaches when textures are missing (subsection 4.2), and highlight the ro-297

bustness of the proposed method which can deal with very different scenes and

acquisition conditions (subsection 4.3). The code (computation of homologous

point groups usable as input by any SfM approach) and all data used in this300

section are given as supplementary material.

The proposed homologous point grouping method detailed in section 3.2 has

three important parameters: overlap threshold τ in (14), cell size h in (16), and303

error threshold ε in (18). The optimal values of these parameters are deter-

mined using a grid search method performed on the phantom data-sets. The

quality criteria given in Section 4.1 were used to find the best values of triplet306

(τ, h, ε). The optimal values of all parameters (including the OF parameters

in Section 3.1) are summarized in Table 1. These parameter values were held

constant for all experiments with the proposed SfM method.309
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(a) (b)

Figure 5: Phantom data. (a) Snapshot of the external cylinder surface and two small FoV

skin images.(b) Snapshot of the internal cylinder surface and two small FoV stomach images.

4.1. Accuracy of the DOF-based SfM scheme

4.1.1. Phantom description and data acquisition

The two phantoms used for the surface recovery tests consist of half-cylinders312

with precisely known internal and external diameters and carrying each an or-

ange sphere whose diameter dgt equals 40.14 mm (see Fig. 5). Epithelial tissue

images were printed on paper sheets and glued onto the cylinders. Due to the315

printing process, the epithelial textures are much more contrasted than those

visible directly in the images. A camera equipped by a 12 mm focal length

objective is used to acquire sequences of images with a size of 780× 580 pixels.318

As in medical scenes where the acquisition is done close to the epithelial tissue,

the camera/phantom surface distance was short so that each image only visual-

ize a small object region. In these experiments, a state-of-the-art SfM method,321

namely COLMAP [18] which uses SIFT features [4], is placed in ideal conditions

to find numerous correspondences. Thus, the accuracy of the proposed DOF-

based SfM method can be evaluated through comparison with COLMAP3. The324

parameters of COLMAP were set to the default values as given in [18]. Even

published in 2016, COLMAP remains among the reference SfM methods in

terms of accuracy and robustness. More recent publications, instead of improv-327

ing strongly the accuracy and robustness, adapted the SfM principle to be, for

3The code can be downloaded at https://colmap.github.io/
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instance, more suitable for different acquisition devices [39].

Skin surface phantom. The external cylinder surface with diameter Dgt =330

159.45mm is lined by skin images (see the left image in Fig. 5(a)). This phan-

tom roughly simulates the shape of arm or leg parts. As in dermatology, the

epithelium is on an external body surface and the camera which is close to the333

simulated tissues acquired a sequence of 621 images (two of the latter are shown

on the right in Fig. 5(a)).

Internal hollow organ phantom. The inner surface of this phantom (see336

Fig. 5(b)) is covered with paper sheet printings of stomach images acquired

during gastroscopies. The internal diameter Dgt of the cylinder equals 191.8

mm. A sequence of 265 small FoV images was acquired for this phantom.339

4.1.2. Phantom reconstruction results

For the result evaluation, the 3D point clouds are first separated in two

independent surface parts, namely the cylinder part and the sphere part. Then,342

a fitting technique is separately applied to each part to obtain the equations

of the reconstructed cylinder and sphere surfaces. For each reconstruction,

both the diameters of the cylinder and sphere surfaces (denoted by D and d,345

respectively), and information relating to inlier and outlier points are calculated.

A point of a reconstructed cloud is considered as an outlier when its distance to

the estimated phantom surface is greater than 0.005.D (i.e., 0.5% of the cylinder348

diameter).

Four criteria are used to evaluate the accuracy of the reconstruction methods:

- The outlier rate (in %) corresponds to the ratio of the outlier number over351

the whole 3D point number of the cloud.

- The mean outlier error (in mm) gives the mean distance between outlier

points and the fitted phantom surface.354

- The 3D phantom shape accuracy is assessed by comparing the diameter

ratio D/d of the reconstructed cylinder and sphere surfaces with their ground

truth Dgt/dgt. This criterion is defined by (19) in which p = 100% and p = 0%
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(a) COLMAP (SfM + MVS) (b) Proposed DOF-based SfM

Figure 6: SfM results obtained for the skin phantom shown in Fig. 5(a). (a) 3D point cloud

obtained with COLMAP [18] and zoom on the sphere region delineated by the green rectangle.

(b) 3D point cloud obtained with the proposed method and zoom on the sphere.

indicate a perfect and a completely wrong shape, respectively.

p =

(
1− |Dgt/dgt −D/d|

Dgt/dgt

)
× 100%. (19)

- For COLMAP, the computation time criterion includes the total time of the

SfM and MVS parts, while for the proposed method it only corresponds to the

SfM part (it is recalled that COLMAP provides dense point clouds using the357

SfM step followed by the MVS step, whereas the proposed SfM method leads

directly to dense point clouds). Experiments were performed on a HP Pavillion

laptop with an Intel Core i5 1.60GHz and 16GB RAM and NVIDIA GeForce360

940MX GPU.

Reconstruction accuracy for the skin surface phantom. For this test, the cloud

computed by the proposed DOF-based SfM method includes 558397 3D points363

(see Fig. 6(b)). Among them, 20010 points are outliers (the outlier rate is

3.58%). The point cloud of COLMAP consists of 591126 points (see Fig. 6(a))

and the number of outlier points is 25359 (the outlier rate is 4.29%). The mean366

outlier error of the proposed SfM method is 7.5mm, while the same value is

6.92mm for COLMAP. Dgt/dgt = 3.972 is the ground truth of this phantom.

The diameter ratios obtained with COLMAP and with the proposed DOF-based369

SfM method are 3.9462 (p = 99.35%) and 3.945 (p = 99.32%), respectively.
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(a) COLMAP (SfM+MVS) (b) DOF-based SfM (c) Textured surface

Figure 7: Internal phantom reconstruction results (same viewpoint as in 5(b)). (a) Point

cloud given by COLMAP [18]. (b) Point cloud obtained with the proposed SfM method. (c)

Textured triangle mesh obtained with the cloud in (b).

The computation time of the DOF-based SfM method is 147.8 minutes, while

COLMAP requested 150.5 minutes (115.5 minutes for the SfM-part and 35372

minutes for the MVS-part) to reconstruct the surface.

It is visible that, compared to the COLMAP feature-based method, the out-

lier rate is significantly smaller for the proposed SfM method. The computation375

time and the ability of the object shape preservation are nearly the same for

both methods. A visual comparison of Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) shows that the point

cloud obtained with the proposed method covers a greater cylinder surface than378

that of COLMAP (see the cylinder borders).

Reconstruction accuracy for the internal hollow organ wall phantom. For this

phantom, the proposed method constructed a cloud of 233639 points in 79.15381

minutes. COLMAP requested 44.1 minutes for computing a cloud of 173262

points. The outlier rate and the mean outlier error of the proposed method are

5.17% and 5.65 mm, respectively. For the COLMAP approach, these values384

are 6.84% and 8.298mm. The ground truth ratio Dgt/dgt equals 4.78 for this

phantom. The diameter ratio obtained with COLMAP is D/d = 4.87 (p =

98.29%), while D/d = 4.72 (p = 98.76%) for the proposed method. The point387

cloud computed by the proposed SfM method (see Fig. 7(b)) is much denser

than that of COLMAP (see Fig. 7(a)), while the outlier rate and the mean

distance error are slightly lower than those of COLMAP.390

Globally, the results obtained with the two phantoms highlight the accuracy
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(a)

(b)
Figure 8: Robustness tests on gastroscopic data.(a) Images acquired from four viewpoints and

used to show the impact of the homologous point grouping efficiency on the robustness of a

SfM method. (b) Two viewpoints of the pyloric antrum region surface reconstructed with the

DOF-based SfM method.

of the proposed method since it is quite similar to that of COLMAP which has

a high precision in presence of contrasted textures (the diameter ratios obtained393

by the two SfM methods are very close). However, reconstructing accurately

surfaces with an SfM technique based on a DOF is a first important result (such

accuracy obtained with a DOF-based SfM scheme is an original result).396

4.2. Robustness of the DOF-based SfM scheme

Four gastroscopic images of size 640 × 482 pixels (image set {I1, I2, I3, I4},

see Fig. 8(a)) are used to illustrate the importance of a robust homologous point399

group determination in the frame of SfM applied to medical scenes. Both the

proposed and the COLMAP SfM methods were applied to these images. It

can be seen in Fig. 8(b) that the DOF-based approach led to a realistic pyloric402

antrum shape, while COLMAP was unable to reconstruct a surface.

Image pair (Iref2 , I1) (Iref2 , I3) (Iref2 , I4)

SIFT matches 33 23 18

OF correspondences 410 406 404

Table 2: Number of correspondences determined between each image pair using SIFT features

and DOF.
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Image groups I1, Iref2 , I3 Iref2 , I3, I4 Iref2 , I3, I4 I1, Iref2 , I3, I4

OF 400 triplets 389 triplets 372 triplets 368 quadruplets

SIFT 12 triplets 10 triplets 14 triplets 7 quadruplets

Table 3: Number of homologous point triplets and quadruplets obtained with the SIFT fea-

tures and DOF matches in Table 2.

These differences in terms of reconstruction performances can be explained

by the number of homologous points obtained with the SIFT and DOF ap-405

proaches. Table 2 gives the number of correct homologous points obtained by

COLMAP and the proposed SFM scheme for three image pairs. For COLMAP,

only few tens of homologous points were found on these image pairs, while more408

than 400 correspondences were established using the DOF method.

As seen in Table 3 numerous point triplets and 368 point quadruplets ob-

tained with the DOF fields enable to construct a part of the pyloric antrum411

region (stomach). On the contrary, only very few homologous point triplets and

quadruplets were obtained with SIFT features. For this reason the COLMAP

software completely failed in the reconstruction of the pyloric antrum region.414

4.3. Tests on various medical scenes

In endoscopy, video-sequences are often not archived because they enable

only an easy diagnosis during the examination itself. Video-sequences are also417

not optimal for lesion evolution assessment between two examinations since their

visual comparison is very difficult. The proposed DOF-based SfM method can

improve the efficiency of such medical examinations.420

4.3.1. 3D mosaicing of the pyloric antrum in gastroscopy

The inner stomach wall is scanned by an endoscope to find lesions like cancers

or inflammations (chronic inflammations in the pylorc antrum region often lead423

to cancers). The reference white light (WL) color modality is classically comple-

mented by the narrow band imaging (NBI) modality in which inflammations can

be earlier detected as in WL. A gastroscope often allow for switching between426
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(a) (b)

Figure 9: Pyloric antrum region surface obtained with the DOF-based SfM method in the

white light modality. (a) Four colour images of the sequence of 191 frames. (b) Pyloric antrum

region under to viewpoints.

the two modalities so that both WL and NBI video-sequences can be acquired.

Constructing FoV extended WL and NBI surfaces of the pyloric antrum has sev-

eral advantages: i) it will lead to an original and medically interesting way to429

document a gastroscopic examination, ii) it will be a new information exchange

media between gastroenterologists and other specialists, and iii) the comparison

of two 3D mosaics built with video-sequences acquired at some weeks or month432

intervals will allow for an inflammation or cancer follow-up.

Fig. 9.(a) shows four images among 191 frames of a WL video-sequence. No

textures and only few structures are visible in these images which are classi-435

cally affected by reflections. The lack of textures impedes feature-based ap-

proaches to establish numerous correspondences, while the reflections lead to

wrong matches. The pyloric antrum region surface constructed with the DOF-438

based SfM approach is presented under two viewpoints (i.e., at different ori-

entations and scales) in Fig. 9.(b). With such surfaces, gastroenterologists are

able to virtually navigate into the stomach after the examination. It is also441

noticeable that most of the reflections do not appear in the 3D mosaics since

these illumination effects are not systematically present for all viewpoints on a

same 3D point (viewpoints without reflections can be chosen during the surface444
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texturing).

A 3D mosaicing example of a sequence of 214 images acquired in the pyloric

antrum in the NBI modality was also reconstructed 4.447

4.3.2. 3D bladder wall mosaicing

In cystoscopy, urologists scan the bladder wall with the endoscope’s distal

tip maintained close to the epithelial tissue. Urologists have to mentally recon-450

struct bladder parts in order to be able to know the position and orientation of

the cystoscope into the organ. To do so, the endoscopist comes regularly back

to landmarks like the meatus of the urethra or the ureters. Locating the exact453

position of the instrument in the bladder in this way is only possible during the

cystoscopic examination. This is one reason why cystoscopic video sequences

are usually not archived to document an examination. Building 2D or 3D mo-456

saics of large bladder parts is a solution to archive important information for

examination traceability and lesion evolution assessment. Moreover, control-

ling exactly the trajectory of the cystoscope is very difficult. Consequently, it459

is never obvious whether a region of interest (e.g., with potential lesions) was

completely scanned or not. Constructing large FoV mosaics is also a solution

for this issue since non scanned regions are visible when a cartography of organ462

parts can be robustly done.

Fig. 10(a) shows a 2D mosaic constructed with a sequence of 1101 images

acquired in the WL modality. This mosaic, obtained with a robust 2D image465

registration technique [40], has several drawbacks. On the one hand, all images

are placed in a 2D mosaicing plane defined in this example by “image 1” acting

as reference. The mosaic path is materialized by the white curve, the pixels of468

image Ii being added to the current mosaic built with information of images

I1 to Ii−1. As visible in Fig. 10(a), the first (I1) and last (I1101) images corre-

spond to ellipses with very different areas in pixels. The resolution of an image471

in the mosaic plane depends strongly on the viewpoint changes of the endoscope

4See the video available at https://github.com/CRAN-BioSiS-Imaging/PR2020
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(a)

(b)

Figure 10: Same bladder surface part represented by a 2D and a 3D mosaic. (a) 2D mosaic

constructed with 1101 images. (c) 3D mosaic showing the bladder wall under the viewpoint

of the 2D mosaic in (b).

between images, leading to both strong image distortion and significant resolu-

tion losses (only image I1 is without resolution loss). On the other hand, due474

to accumulating registration errors, images which should be overlapped are in

different (non-overlapping) places in the 2D mosaic plane. Thus, images I809 to

I1101 should partly overlap the previous images of the sequence. The gaps with-477

out bladder texture in the 2D map are not due to tissue areas which were not

scanned by the endoscope, but to an accumulating registration error that grows

during the map construction. These registration errors are generally difficult to480
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correct, even with sophisticated techniques as described in [16]. In 2D mosaics

it is not possible to distinguish between mosaicing errors and tissues that were

not scanned by the endoscope.483

Fig. 10(b) shows the bladder surface reconstructed using the proposed DOF-

based SfM method applied to the sequence of 1101 images. The orientation of

the curved surface (the 3D shape is not very perceptible from this viewpoint)486

was chosen so that the 3D mosaic content can be visually compared to that of

the 2D mosaic in Fig. 10(a). It can be seen that the surface is without gaps and

that the bladder part was actually completely scanned by the endoscope. The489

dashed white line approximately represents the endoscope trajectory position

computed for the 2D mosaic (this trajectory is not computed in the proposed

SfM method). Also, contrary to Fig. 10(a) where the resolutions is strongly492

affected by the uncontrolled viewpoint changes of the camera, the resolution

onto the surface is by far more constant since the image textures are projected

on a realistic bladder shape surface part. The 3D mosaic can be archived and495

used as information media exchange and patient follow-up.

In urology, the fluorescence modality is a complementary modality often

used to detect some bladder cancers in an early stage (with some cystoscopes498

it is possible to switch between the WL and fluorescence modalities). A 3D

bladder surface was constructed with 84 fluorescence images 5.

4.3.3. 3D skin mosaicing in dermatology501

In dermatology, lesions like pressure ulcers or cancers have to be acquired

with a high resolution. Pressure ulcers are usually lesions that are widespread

over several images. Besides the fact that extended FoV images are required504

to represent them with a high resolution, it is also important to assess the

lesion area evolution between two examinations. This evolution assessment is

more precise on a 3D surface than on a 2D mosaic. Moreover, in countries507

like France, there is a lack of dermatologists in the countryside. A nurse often

5See the video available at https://github.com/CRAN-BioSiS-Imaging/PR2020
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Figure 11: Leg reconstruction. (a) Snapshot of the leg. (b), (c), (d) Surface under three

viewpoints.

takes a few images of a wound at the patient’s home and transmits them to a

dermatologist in the city. An alternative would be to acquire a video-sequence510

of the interesting skin part and to transmit the data before or after the 3D

surface construction. This would also allow for a virtual navigation around the

body part under consideration without the presence of the patient.513

Fig. 11 shows the surface construction of a part of a leg seen in the snapshot

given in Fig. 11(a). The circle in Fig. 11(a) encompasses a small wound which

is clearly visible in the top view of the leg given in Fig. 11(b). In the bottom516

view of the leg (see Fig. 11(d)), the vertical light gradient is due to the camera

viewpoint differences between the first and last images (the number of the last

image is 130), which close the loop trajectory required for 360 degree scan of the519

leg (see the cross-sectional view of the leg in Fig.11(b)). This colour differences,

which do not affect the robustness of the proposed SfM technique owing to the

used illumination invariant OF method, can be corrected.522

5. Conclusion: global discussion and perspectives

An algorithm can be considered as being robust when it provides appropriate

results for very different scene contents and acquisition conditions. In this pa-525

per, surface construction tests were presented on very different data. Surfaces
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with almost no textures (gastroscopy), with rather few textures (cystoscopy)

and with more textures (dermatology) were successfully reconstructed with the528

proposed DOF-based SfM method. These surfaces were reconstructed for hardly

controllable camera trajectories and under strongly varying illumination condi-

tions. Moreover, surface construction tests were conducted for very different531

imaging modalities, i.e. WL for all medical applications, NBI in gastroscopy

and fluorescence in cystoscopy. All surface construction tests were performed

with the constant algorithm parameters given in this paper. For the tested med-534

ical applications the described 3D reconstruction algorithm led systematically

to consistent 3D shapes (in accordance with the anatomy of the organ), without

discontinuities of textures or structures, as well as with an acceptable resolu-537

tion regardless of the location observed on the surface. The robustness of the

proposed solution is not only related to the fact that the OF-method provides

numerous homologous points even without contrasted textures and structures.540

This robustness is also due to the image grouping algorithm which allows for

a 3D point reconstruction using a large number of homologous points seen in

images taken under different viewpoints.543

In the medical context of this work, the purpose of the proposed SfM method

was not to construct very precise surfaces because hollow organs never have the

same shape between two examinations or from one patient to another. However,546

the results on phantoms show that the precision of the proposed DOF-based SfM

method can closely approach that of a method based on the detection of fea-

tures (as with SIFT). The less accurate (non subpixel accuracy) homologous549

point matching with OF methods is compensated by the numerous correspon-

dences provided by the flow field (the matched points are by far more numerous

than those obtained with feature methods working with a subpixel accuracy).552

Although the accuracy of the proposed DOF-based SfM can only approach that

of state-of-the-art SfM methods when features can be detected, its robustness

make it potentially interesting for other (non-medical) scenes with few textures.555

Further test will be made to assess precisely the appropriateness of the method

to other scenes.
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Apart from the strengths mentioned above, the proposed method still has558

limitations that can be corrected. In endoscopy, the quality of numerous images

is affected by defocussing/refocussing, motion blur, and floating objects, etc.

The proposed SfM algorithm should be associated to a more complete pre-561

processing step to improve image selection [41]. Moreover, constructing the

3D surfaces in less than an hour allows for a second more reliable diagnosis

after the medical examination, patient follow-up, examination traceability and564

information exchange between various specialists. However, this surface can

currently not be available during the examination itself. The 3D reconstruction

can be speeded-up from the algorithmic point of view (e.g., when available,567

combining feature information and OF information, see the very preliminary

work in [42]) and from the informatics point of view (code optimizing and

parallelization).570

In this work, the medical scenes were almost rigid: the pyloric antrum re-

gion presents rather moderate surface deformations, the bladder is filled with an

isotonic solution which rigidifies the organ surface, and the skin surface can be573

considered as completely rigid. A natural extension of the proposed reconstruc-

tion algorithm would be to adapt it to non-rigid scenes. Non-rigid structure from

motion (NRSfM, [43]) could be an appropriate principle for the development of576

a 3D reconstruction pipeline of medical scenes, for instance for facilitating the

diagnosis of the Barret’s esophagus.
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